
Ohm’s Law Foldable

First, cut out your equilateral triangle 

of 8 ½” on each side,

Then fold over the flaps!
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CURRENT:   I = V/R

I is Current, measured in Amperes

This is the rate at which the charge flows through the circuit

Current is the SAME at all points

In parallel circuits, charge is divided up between the branches, 

but NOT ALWAYS EQUALLY

Current can be found by dividing charge flow by time

1Amp = 1 Coulomb per Second

Current travels from a positive to a negative terminal





Voltage: V = I x R

V is Voltage, measured in Volts

Voltage is usually provided by a battery

voltage drops across each resistor in a series and will 

change the elecric potential

Voltage drops in parallel, always equal to the total 

voltage 

series batteries are added to increase voltage

parallel batteries equal the voltage of one single 

battery, but the effect lasts much longer





Resistance: R = V/I

R is resistance, measured in Ohms

Resistors resist the current flowing through circuits

In series circuits, just add the resistors together to find the total 

amount of resistance in the circuit

In parallel circuits, it is the inverse of (1/R1) = (1/R2)...to find 

the total

Series: RTot = R1 + R2 + R3...

Parallel: RTot = [1/R1 + 1/R2...]-1



Side Two

(Outside)

Title it “Ohm’s Law Foldable” or 

something much more creative!

Include your name, class period, and 

date constructed.
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Parallel Circuits:

[DRAW DIAGRAM]

-More than one path for current

-One light goes out, others will stay on
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Series Circuits:

[DRAW DIAGRAM]

-Only one path for current

-One light goes out, all others go 

out with it
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Series in Parallel Circuits:

[DRAW DIAGRAM]

-These  have complicated pathways

-Depending on which light goes out, others 

may stay on…or may go out with it!


